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The amount of money students spend on books will be reduced only when the faculty agrees to reduce the turnover of required texts, according to bookstore manager George Dickerson.

"It's not the cost of reducing text costs, as I see it, would be for books to be used for longer periods of time, and how that can be accomplished," Dickerson said.

The academic departments are responsible for changing books used in a particular course. Dickerson said students had sold books for a higher price if the books required for each course were changed less frequently than every one or two semesters. Students wanting to buy books would have a large supply of used books to choose from.

Dickerson said that the bookstore would not suffer from its reduced volume of sales if required texts were changed less frequently than they presently are.

"The bookstore realizes, quite frankly, that if a given book was used every semester, the sales of the bookstore would go down drastically, but so would the operating costs of the bookstore and the criticism of the bookstore.

"I would encourage, if I had any influence in this area, for books to be used for longer periods of time so that students could resell them, either among themselves or through the bookstore," Dickerson said.

Dickerson claims that a "sale and repurchase plan" would be cheaper for the students than a rental plan such as the one used at Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville.

The bookstore's plan would be based on the present bookstore policy for buying and selling used books. Dickerson said that the bookstore would effectively spend 50 percent of the list price for the book.

A student who bought a book new would receive 50 percent of the list price when he sold the book back to the bookstore. This student would effectively spend 50 percent of the list price for the book.

The academic department is responsible for changing books used in a particular course. Dickerson said students sold books for a higher price if the books required for each course were changed less frequently than every one or two semesters. Students wanting to buy books would have a large supply of used books to choose from.
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"I would encourage, if I had any influence in this area, for books to be used for longer periods of time so that students could resell them, either among themselves or through the bookstore," Dickerson said.

Dickerson claims that a "sale and repurchase plan" would be cheaper for the students than a rental plan such as the one used at Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville.
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A student who bought a book new would receive 50 percent of the list price when he sold the book back to the bookstore. This student would effectively spend 50 percent of the list price for the book.
Campus Insurance Plan Controversial

(CPS) —Quickly winning national attention on battered campuses this fall is the Kimball-Denenberg Plan, a new college insurance concept that would financially penalize all students for property damage incurred during violent disorders.

The plan, developed by University of Wisconsin Law School Dean Spencer L. Kimball and University of Pennsylvania business professor Herbert S. Denenberg, calls for each student to pay a $100 insurance deposit at the beginning of each semester. The first $10 would go into a general insurance policy covering all campuses in the state higher education system. The other $90 would be placed in an account on the student’s own campus.

If campus property is damaged or destroyed, the costs are paid out of the special account. If no losses occur, each student gets his $90 back at the end of the year. To the extent that losses occur, his repayment is reduced on a pro rata basis.

“What the plan does is give every student a stake in keeping demonstrations peaceful and stop the idea that demonstrators own the campus,” Kimball claims. “It would change markedly the climate of tolerance of violence into one where violence as a technique of dissent is increasingly rejected.”

Reaction from students has been less than enthusiastic on many campuses. One Pennsylvania graduate described the plan as “perverse” and “insane.”

Many state legislators, however, seem to have bought into the premise of the plan. In Wisconsin, Kimball and Denenberg have been conducting an ongoing study and revision of state insurance laws since 1966. They brought the proposal before a Wisconsin state legislature subcommittee on insurance early in September.

The bombing of the Army Mathematics Research Center in Madison last month, which caused one student to lose his life, focused public attention on the need for such a plan. The University of Wisconsin’s existing insurance funds will be exhausted by that bombing, Kimball stated. His plan would provide the needed funds from state general revenue and payments from local government units.

Denenberg, who teaches insurance courses at the University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton School of Finance, says that the plan is designed for public school students. Its broader applications include personal injury compensation and personal property damage or theft provisions, he noted.

Both co-authors also make a point that it was developed in a “spirit of hostility” towards students, as some have accused. Denenberg insists that an amendment should soon be added to the proposal requiring “professors to pay the $100 fee as well as students.”

The major problem in controlling the destructive aspects of student unrest is the apathy of the majority of students, Kimball said. “They have no interest in what is going on.”

If such a plan were put into effect, the financial burden would rest on all students, including those who have not participated in the demonstrations or disorders.

Information Given to HISCC On Speakers

The university has replied to a request by the House Internal Security Committee for information on campus speakers, official spokesmen have acknowledged. However, it is uncertain whether the reply contains information pertaining to all campus speakers.

Committee chairman Richard H. Ichord (Dem.-Mo.) had announced that a survey of speakers in the last two years would have to be approved by the state legislature and made into law before it could take effect. Private schools, however, could institute the plan through the administration, with or without student-faculty consent.

Shedding his coat as well as his non-partisan image of a congressman for that of the proverbial politician on the stump, Representative James Symington, Monday, criticized GOP senatorial candidate John C. Danforth for being ambiguous on campaign issues. Symington encouraged those who are dissatisfied with the present government to reform it by actively participating in politics.
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Symington Lashes Out At Danforth

Congressman James W. Symington (Dem., 2nd District) charged Monday that Attorney General John C. Danforth, the Republican senatorial candidate, opposing his father in the campaign.

Speaking before a group of 200, Symington criticized Danforth for an unexpressed opinion on many national issues.

He said that the urge difference between his father, Senator Stuart Symington, was a false issue in the campaign.

Senator Symington has consistently displayed his independence in his actions and his ability to listen to all groups, he stated.

He also criticized a television film showing Danforth with his family and telling about his reasoning for running for the Senator. “My father bounced me on my knee every night, but he has other qualifications for the Senate,” he stated.

Rotaract Program On Pollution Sunday

Pollution engineer D. W. Ryckman will speak on “Solutions to Everyday Pollution Problems” at the meeting of the Rotaract Club Oct. 11. The meeting will be held in the main lounge of the Women’s Building at Washington University at 7:30 p.m. Refreshments will be available at 7 p.m.

The Rotaract Club is a university-appointed service organization run by students and sponsored by the Rotary Club. All interested students are invited to attend the meeting.
More Funds Could Lift Enrollment Freeze

University officials are hopeful that restrictions on enrollment imposed due to lack of physical space, can be removed next fall.

Chancellor Glen N. Driscoll cautioned that additional funds would be needed to permit a "flexible" enrollment. He said the buildings now under construction are needed.

"It is one thing to shift the emotional makeup for a year in such critical areas, but you cannot go into a second or third year without repairable damage to the heart and core of the institution," he said.

Weaver added, "We are nearing a point where shortages of classroom, research, office, hospital and public service space will become so severe that the university will be seriously hampered in its ability to function properly."

"The university is faced, not only with the problems of trying to recover from the severe cutbacks which had to be made in programs for the present year, but also with the increasing enrollments and rising costs projected for the 1971-72 fiscal year.

The operating budget request contains an increase of $29.4 million in what is termed minimum requirements over the present operating budget total, of which $8.4 million would be state funds. An average 7.6 percent pay increase for faculty and employees would require $5.5 million, according to Weaver. Another $4.5 million is earmarked for handling an estimated increase of 2480 in campus enrollment and 1700 in extension classes.

Costs associated with opening of new buildings and increased use of all facilities would require $3.2 million. Another $1.5 million would meet inflationary increases in expense and equipment costs.

Restoration of program improvements eliminated in this year's austerity budget would cost $2.5 million. Placed on second-level priority was the $9.1 million requested for program improvements, with $1.5 million set aside for programs aimed at strengthening and improving undergraduate teaching and learning.

This segment of the budget emphasized acquiring additional experienced teachers involved in freshman and sophomore studies, making superior teachers available to more students, improving laboratories and libraries, efforts to help disadvantaged under-graduate students to succeed while maintaining satisfactory academic records, improving academic advisement and student counseling, and upgrading the quality of instruction by graduate students.

Another $470,000 would finance new graduate programs in chemistry and psychology here, as well as new master's degree programs in English, mathematics and biology. The three programs could not be offered this year due to lack of funds.

A new physics and chemistry building here, priced at $6.5 million, was assigned seventh priority.

Other programs for UMSL include a $2.4 million general services building, tenth priority, and a $4 million fine arts building, fourteenth priority.

Concerning the buildings currently under construction here, four of the five may not be ready for the opening of the fall, 1971 semester, according to business officer John Perry.

He said that construction on the five buildings worth an estimated $10 million has been set back at least six months by a combination of bad weather and two major strikes in the construction trades during the summer.

The only building now scheduled for definite completion by the fall of 1971 is the multi-purpose building, which was originally scheduled for completion in January, 1971.

Seeks Unity For Council

Student president Barry Kaufman called for a reconciliation among Central Council members Tuesday.

Kaufman said that "a lack of understanding and tolerance has tended to polarize the council so that less importance is placed on any issue than on who's bringing it up and who's favoring it." He urged that council members "antagonistic of the other side" concentrate on issues and not personalities.

Pointing out that the increasing polarization is "something that is happening to just about all student governments," Kaufman said students are growing impatient with "trivial details" that ensnarl the council.

"The need for an effective, responsive student government will not allow the council to continually hang up... things that are irrelevant to students," he commented.

"Decisions have to be made," he said.

The problem "can only be solved by the members of the council through a change in individual attitudes," Kaufman declared. He expressed hope that "council members rise above personalities and participate in a successful government."

Peace Drive Nets $105

The campus chapter of the National Coalition for a Responsible Congress collected about $105 last week for the national anti-war petition drive, according to Dr. Mark S. Stern, assistant professor of political science and campus coordinator for the drive.

"Unfortunately," only fifteen people worked the drive, collecting 200 signatures, Stern said.

Signers of the anti-war petition were asked to do so without reservation. The money will be used to sponsor television commercials opposing more operating funds, a permanent anti-war treasury, and to "try to influence those who are working to meet the war quota..." in a related matter, the National Peace Movement is "two months past due" and "a few weeks behind" in raising money.

Strike for Peace is sponsoring an anti-war strike on October 15 involving businesses, stores, and public facilities across the country. The goal of the protest is "to prove to the administration and the congress that the vast majority of our citizens are desperately weary of this wasteful, endless war," according to literature distributed by the group.
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Living History
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"just the surface," her intention to tape more interviews next summer.

"In the future, the tape recorded may be the most important tool of the social historian," he added.

Explaining his motive for delving into the history of St. Louis, Mr. Resh said that several years we've been calling ourselves an "urban" university. You ignore quite a large bit of urban St. Louis when you overlook the black community.

He labeled the study of St. Louis black history "largely virgin territory," adding, "My task seemed to be more that of a detective than a historian."

Now he generally keep a record of a people's history, Resh said, but he couldn't findback copies of the St. Louis American, a black newspaper, in the public library because they had been thrown out.

He added that black-oriented newspapers like the American were generally "strapped for funds," and that there were preoccupied with staying in operation to worry much about keeping other papers.

"In addition, the office of the American has been vandalized several times. It's expensive and some of their back issues have been missing or destroyed, he said.

He finally found sources of a rich store of information about the World War II period in private individuals, like Senator McNeal, "who had a sense of the importance of the March on Washington Movement, and was kind enough to allow the microfilming of his scrapbooks.

The March on Washington Movement, a forerunner of later civil rights movements, was initiated by A. Philip Randolph of the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, who threatened President Franklin D. Roosevelt with the prospect of 300,000 blacks marching on Washington.

Resh explained that the March never came off, because Roosevelt agreed to use the defense industry jobs to blacks.

Election Opinion
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lish a library subcommittee of the council whose members, along with student volunteers, would have the authority to enforce quiet. Students who refused to maintain silence would be issued a summons by a campus security officer to appear before the subcommittee.

The subcommittee would have the authority to censor the student, suspend or expel him from the library, or report him to a higher university disciplinary authority, such as the Dean of Student Affairs.

Mr. Resh did not contain a provision for fining students who refused to remain quiet, which Kra­vitz promised at the last council meeting.

The council meeting adjourned for lack of a quorum before Kra­vitz's proposal could be discussed. The council has not progressed beyond committee reports in either of its meetings this semester.

Extensive Damage At University of Oregon

Preliminary investigation by a Eugene engineer the morning after the blast indicated that no structural damage had been caused by the blast, the university said.

"The bomb of Prince Lucien Hall was an outrageous act that goes beyond legitimate protest," University president Robert Clark said. "It was senseless and de­feating in that it can only create frustration and anger in the people of the city and the state."

University of Oregon student body president Ron Edds said, "The bombing was a fascist act." He could see no reason why either left-or right-wing extremists would want to bomb that particular building.

A number of legislators and state officials were on campus the day after the bombing for the university's annual state government day. However, "We have no evidence that the two of them (the presence of state officials and the bomb blast) are related," Eugene chief of police Allen said.

The University of Oregon has had a number of bombings during the last few years. Last February the men's physical education building, where ROTC equipment is kept, was blown up. Estimates of damage were about $40,000.

SHOP CURRENT ADVERTISERS

If you know a girl considering an ABORTION this message might even save her life!

It is no longer necessary for unfortunate girls to be ruthlessly exploited for profit by quacks and inept butchers. Now they can have perfectly legal abortions under strict hospital care. The new California Therapeutic Abortion Center promises that all services be performed by physicians in accredited hospitals.

Last year it is estimated some 700,000 illegal abortions were performed in the United States. Almost without exception, the exorbitant fees charged, hospital facilities not available and a complete medical staff was not present to cope with emergencies.

Some of those girls died unneces­ sarily. Others suffered severe infec­ tions. Still others will never again be able to bear a child due to incompetent treatment.

The National Abortion Council for Therapy and Family Planning wants to make sure that all women have safe and sanitary treatment. YOU CAN HELP.

If you know of a pregnant girl who is considering sneaking off to have her abortion in a germ-infested apartment or office tell her to call us. Our counseling service is free.

We recommend only: the most reputable physicians; doctors who use respect­ful, tactful and reasonable prices; services which will be completed within the law; services performed in clean, properly equipped hospitals.

PHYSICIANS WITH A GENUINE AND HONEST INTEREST California law explicitly provides that parents' consent is not necessary for minors. There are no residency requirements.

Phone: (213) 464-4177

NATIONAL ABORTION COUNCIL for Therapeutic Abortions and Family Planning

1717 North Highland Avenue Hollywood, California 90028

EUGENE, ORE.--(CPS) -- The basement of a University of Oregon office building was ripped apart by what appeared to be a dynamite explosion last Friday night. Eugene police captain Patrick Lar­ion said the blast occurred in a man's restroom. The restroom and two adjacent faculty offices were demolished.

"I smelled the strong odor of explosives," said Larion, who had at first said he thought a bomb room may have blown up.

No one was injured, although a campus security officer found in the building one floor above the explosion. The blast blew a hole through the ceiling to the next floor, broke windows, and ruptured water pipes, causing exten­sive flooding and preventing any chance of fire.

The building was not a typical target for a bombing of this sort. No ROTC faculty or defense-oriented researchers were housed in the building, nor were any admin­istrators. The two offices receiv­ing the most damage belonged to radical sociologist professor, Steven Deutsch, and two graduate as­sistants also active in radical pol­i­tics.

The nine-story office building, Prince Lucien Campbell Hall, has been given the disparaging nickname "The Punchcard" by students, because of its resemblance to an IBM computer card. Since it was built three years ago, frequent reports have been made of undue settling in its foundation, and generally faulty construction, which may have given the bomber reason to believe he could knock the whole building down with one relatively small blast.
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High Turnover, Higher Prices
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per cent of the list price when he sold the book back to the bookstore. This student would effectively spend only 25 per cent of the list price of the bookstore. He would effectively spend only 25 per cent of the list price of the bookstore. This student would effectively spend only 25 per cent of the list price of the bookstore.

A student who bought the used book would pay 75 per cent of the list price and would receive 50 per cent of the list price if he sold it back to the bookstore. He would effectively spend only 25 per cent of the list price. This student would effectively spend only 25 per cent of the list price if he sold it back to the bookstore. He would effectively spend only 25 per cent of the list price of the bookstore.

Dickerson emphasized that both his used book plan and a rental plan requires a commitment on the part of the faculty not to change books for a specified number of semesters.

Students who try to sell books that will not be used during the following semester have little chance to regain much of their investment. Students usually cannot sell unrequired texts at the bookpool, which has been used for any purpose other than the expansion of the bookstore's inventory and equipment. The bookstore's profit, during Dickerson's term of management, has ranged from a high of $45,000, or five percent of gross revenue, three years ago, to $28,000, or two percent of gross revenue, a year ago. Dickerson said that the amount of profit has been decreasing due to rising costs and relatively constant enrollment.

One-half of all bookstore profits will be used to help retire the bonds sold to finance the construction of the student union building when the building is completed, Dickerson said.

"In this way I feel that the bookstore will be directly involved in giving at least part of the profits back to the students," Dickerson stated.

Dickerson added that if bookstore profits are not used to help retire the bonds, an alternative source, perhaps the student activity fee, will have to be sought. One-half of the $20 per semester activity fee is presently designated for retirement of the student union bonds.

Most of the bookstore's profit comes from the sale of non-required books and non-books items. The handling of text books is a breakeven proposition at best, according to Dickerson. He said that in excess of 90 per cent of the text books sold by the bookstore are purchased at a maximum discount of 20 per cent. The bookstore must pay all shipping and handling costs for the books.

"When all operating costs are applied, it actually costs as a little bit more than the mark-up to handle textbooks," Dickerson said.

Dickerson added that the bookstore sells all textbooks at the published list prices, claiming that "we must sell at list price to operate."

The academic departments must bear most of the responsibility for books which are not in stock when classes begin, Dickerson stated. Only 50 per cent of the total book requests from the various academic departments were received by the bookstore's May 15 deadline for this semester. Some requests were not received until after classes started.

Dickerson noted that the departments' requests were often complicated by changes in course content or indecision over which books to order for a course.

Other reasons for books not being received on time are back-ordering by the publisher and "a few errors associated with bookstore operation," Dickerson said.

While acknowledging that the recently initiated procedure of having students sign their receipts when buying textbooks is an "inconvenience," Dickerson hailed the move as "pretty well eliminating" one phase of the stolen book traffic on campus.

"We can't expect students to keep their receipts for months," Dickerson said.
Halt The Personal Grudges In Council

Student president Barry Kaufman's plea for a more unified Central Council should be listened to by all its members.

The Council, often handicapped as a student government by personality splits, is again bogged down in political jockeying this semester. Two factions have arisen that apparently are disinterested in anything but their own way.

Many of the present Council members campaigned on promises of reforming the body. Was all that talk about "an effective, responsive student government" last April just to charm the voters?

Some representatives have privately expressed disgust with the slow method in which the Council conducts its business. The Council, like a glacier, appears to progress very little at each meeting. This is mainly due to the lack of an effective committee system.

Most representatives rarely do their homework before the meeting. Committees now are often idle between the biweekly get-togethers. Only when members learn that daily work is necessary can the Council start to operate smoothly.

Students here are getting impatient with the Council. The inclination ranges from a demand for abolition to a shrug of "let's leave it alone--it doesn't affect us." The council has very little influence and even less meaning for a majority of students.

INTROSPECTION: UMSL

All right, all you grippers. Next week is your chance for your complaints to reach the persons who run (in the absence of the Board of Curators) this campus.

Alpha Phi Omega fraternity and Angel Flight have a two-day conference on the goals, administration, and opportunities at UMSL. Administrators and student leaders will be available for listen to what students have to say.

The title of the conference, Introspection: UMSL, summarizes its purpose. A close examination of the direction of this campus should be welcomed all as a chance to redefine and reshape policies. New and better alternatives have been discovered in more accidental ways.

The conference was designed for the benefit of student, faculty, and administrators. If it is not used, those who fail to attend will only help to hinder the future development of the University Senate next spring.

Another Suggestion For Library Quiet

It borders on absurdity that a "quiet patrol" has been proposed to keep the noise level down in the library.

The patrol, which would be created by a resolution introduced at the Central Council meeting Sunday, could cite habitual violators of silence standards in the third, fourth, and fifth levels of the library. Students could be reported to the Grievance Committee with the aid of witnesses and a security officer.

The grievance committee could recommend censure, suspension or revocation of library privileges, or other action by higher disciplinary bodies.

While we do not especially quarrel with the concept of such a patrol, it is possible that a student could be ultimately expelled from the university for talking once too often in the library. This undoubtedly was not the intention of the bill, but there are no safeguards to prevent it from happening.

The fact that such an idea is suggested shows that some people believe the idea that the library is for study.
Dear Editor:

Someone just tried to rob me. That was my thought upon trying to sell my books, all which were in excellent condition, back to a clip-joint, er, bookstore. The generous offer of 50 per cent back on hardbacks and 25 per cent on paperbacks was followed by the remark, "If you want it you won't even get that much," i.e. at $1.65 per book would bring $20 cents.

This should not come as a surprise to anyone on this campus where the concept of a bookstore has developed into an art. Book-pods help somewhat, but fall short of what is really needed. A plan to replace or change the present system would be the renting of books to the students by the university. This would not only help the student financially, but would help to eliminate the planned obsolescence of certain books.

Such a plan will probably never go into effect since those who gain monetarily from the book-store's set-up also have the power over students who have little if any voice when it comes to real change. At the rate of change for UMSL, the only day students will escape the clutches of the bookstore will be the day they graduate.

Ron Burella

Law and Order

In last week's issue, John Hein­thaus notes the "difference between academic freedom which allows one to hold and express his opinion and academic freedom which permits...to force his opinion on others."

True—but who's doing the forcing? Mrs. Heithaus expresses her opinion very easily, judging from the remark: "If you want it you won't even get that much." I find the term "easy" a gross exaggeration. The law enforcement agencies present at the speech did not go beyond what is necessary or legitimate in order to preserve the peace. On the other hand, the disorders of the charges were "punitive" in that it was the character of these measures to punish or vindicate. Lastly, the term "punitive" is utterly ridiculous. It was also the duty of the police agencies to photograph and identify those concerned so that there would be a correct record and not a haphazard case of police that are all traditionally American, enjoyed by all, old and young, rich and poor, and will do much to "bring us together again."

It is to be hoped that this event will be repeated annually in St. Louis with the football teams of Missouri and Air Force present to do battle on the football field.

Elmer N. Stutler

On Campus

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 9th
3:30 am - 5 pm
Football and Festival
Equals Fun

Dear Editor,

Special thanks are due to the University of Missouri and the Air Force Academy football teams for helping to make St. Louis' Fall Festival a huge success. If recognition is due to any one individual, I would nominate Miss Phyllis George, the golden anniversary Miss America of 1971, who served as special Festival Queen. This was her third public appearance as Miss America and in the next 12 months she will be making countless similar appearances, not only in the United States but in many foreign countries. All who saw this charming, gracious and dignified young lady know that she is the best goodwill ambassador our nation could have.

Fall Festivals, football games, parades, Miss Americas, -- these are all traditionally American, enjoyed by all, old and young, rich and poor, and will do much to "bring us together again."

It is to be hoped that this event will be repeated annually in St. Louis with the football teams of Missouri and Air Force present to do battle on the football field.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 14th
8:30 am - 4 pm
Theater Tickets

A group is forming to see Ann Corio's This Was Burlesque, the next attraction at the American Theater. Orchestra seats are available at $4 dollars each. Tickets cannot be sold to anyone under 18 years of age.

Students can receive a 50 cent discount on tickets for the Ike and Tina Turner concert at Kiel Opera House Oct. 25. Information on the discount tickets or on the group for This Was Burlesque can be obtained from Bernice Miner, room 329, Administration building, or by calling 453-5211.

NDC Meeting

The New Democratic Coalition will hold its first meeting of the year on Oct. 15 at 2:30 p.m. in room 304 Benton Hall. All students and faculty are welcome.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 15th
11:30 am

Lobby Tables

STUDENTS! FACULTY! MAKE IT HAPPEN!
BUY LP RECORDS, PRE-RECORDED TAPES, AUDIO EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
SELL and SET YOUR OWN PROFIT PRICE
• MEET AND BEAT ALL COMPETITION
IF THIS IS YOUR BAG, CONTACT:
SMG DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
A SUBSIDIARY OF SAM GOODY, INC.
MR. AQUILINA • Phone (212) 786-3337

On Campus

CLOTHING DRIVE For INNER CITY
Bring Your Old Clothes
To Neuman House
8200 NATURAL BRIDGE
OCT. 12-16

Students: Is this enough for a good time? If not, we are cor-
dedly invited "not to continue to be associated with the university," which would be great if I could afford Harvard.

Mike Kruger

Matter of Opinion

In reply to Mr. Crissicola's letter in the last issue, he should note the distinction between police public dissatisfaction which is ex-

3046 Natural Bridge
Call In - 383-9753 - Carry Out

1965 Volkswagen
de luxe 5-passenger bus, new en-
gine - good tires, radio - heater, sliding vinyl top.

$1000 FIRM - 993-5199

WATCH THE SERIES ON T.V.
at ANOTHER PLACE T.M. Reg.
(Purchase N-cessary, Just A Good Time)
1 wk. west of UMSL

1-285-9753 - Carry Out
WHAT IS UMSL?
FIND OUT WITH ALPHA PHI OMEGA
AND ANGEL FLIGHT

TUESDAY OCTOBER 13, 1970

10:40 AM UMSL AND ITS ENVIRONMENT (ON HILL)*
David Allen, Asst. Dean of Arts and Sciences. An introduction to the conference.
Joseph W. Clark, City Alderman of St. Louis, President of NAACP. The purpose that UMSL, as an urban university should be serving in this area. An objective look at UMSL's past, present, and future role as viewed by a civic leader.

11:40 AM UMSL AND THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY (ON HILL)*
Glen R. Driscoll, Chancellor. The role of UMSL as an urban university. The priorities and goals that the chancellor has for our campus.

12:40 PM ROLE OF ORGANIZATIONS AT UMSL (ON HILL)*
Robert Davenport, Asst. Dean of Student Affairs. The role he believes organizations play and should play on campus.
Chairman of Student Affairs Committee. The role or organization from a faculty member's viewpoint. Do organizations serve a purpose on campus?

7:30 PM UMSL AND THE URBAN CRISIS (101 Life Sciences Bldg)
Norton E. Long, Director of the Center of Community and Metropolitan Studies. What role can UMSL play in solving the urban dilemma?
Richard Dunlap, Asst. to the Chancellor. A short history of the development of UMSL as an urban institution.

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 14, 1970

10:40 AM UMSL'S STUDENT AFFAIRS PROGRAM (ON HILL)*
David Ganz, Dean of Student Affairs. What facilities will be available in the new Student Union? How will this affect the student?
Stephanie Kries, Director of Programming. The role of the student programming committee. What new student programming can or will be developing? What affect will the Student Union have on this campus?

11:40 AM THE PLIGHT OF THE COMMUTING STUDENT (ON HILL)*
CURRICULUM James F. Doyle, Chairman of curriculum committee. How is curriculum developed on campus? What role can students play in determining course content?
SCHEDULING Jean Deckelman, Asst. to the Registrar (former UMSL Student) How are classes scheduled?
FINANCIAL AID Emory Jackson, Asst. Director of Admissions and Financial Aid. What financial aids are available to students?
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE Beverly Schrader, Asst. Director of University Placement. What job opportunities are available for the UMSL student?

12:40 PM STUDENT GOVERNMENT (ON HILL)*
Donald Driemeier, James Doyle, Barry Kaufman. What revisions were made in the Student-Faculty Senate. What is the role of student government on campus? What will the future be?

1:40 PM COMMUNICATIONS ON CAMPUS (ON HILL)*
Mr. Nicholas Kargas, Mrs. Maxine Stokes, Dean David Ganz, Dr. Paul Travers, Dean David Allen. How can student, faculty, and administrative communication be increased? What are the roles of each group in increasing this on campus?

*If weather does not permit, all sessions will be held in the Physics Annex Lounge, except the presentation, UMSL AND THE URBAN CRISIS.
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. -- (CPS) -- A well-known student radical at the University of Alabama has been revealed as an FBI informer by three lawyers who are defending many of the students arrested during the student strike here last May.

"We feel that Charles Grimm was nothing but a pawn of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the city police of Tuscaloosa," said George Dean, an American Civil Liberties lawyer. With associates Jack Drake and Ralph Knowles, Dean accused Grimm, a 21-year-old former University of Alabama student, of arson and other acts during the May campus disorders. Grimm has admitted being an agent for both the FBI and the local police department.

Grimm was recruited from his San Diego, California home as a wrestler for the Alabama squad, but was dropped from the team after several disciplinary problems arose in 1962.

He was arrested twice during the May incidents, once for failing to leave an unlawful assembly, another time for curfew violation. The second case was dismissed.

He and his wife, a former student named Sharon Griney, left Tuscaloosa during the summer and were not located until recently. Mrs. Grimm was arrested during the May disorders also. She was charged with shoplifting gas from an automobile. Neither of their cases have been tried, although they were listed on the docket for August 26.

The three lawyers alleged that Grimm had admitted being present when the Dresser Hall fire was started on the morning of May 7, set fire to a private residence off campus, set fire to an abandoned house behind the "Lock-er Room" clothing store on the night of May 14, thrown Molotov cocktails into the street the same night at Denny Court Apartments, and thrown three objects at police from a Union Building balcony during an assembly of the Student-Faculty Coalition on the afternoon of May 18.

Grimm was located in Minneapolis by the Los Angeles Times, denied that he was responsible for any of the fires, but said that he was present when four fires were ignited during the disorders. Now employed as a bread truck driver, he said his duties as undercover agent were to "criticize the university administration for repressive action" while trying to make regular reports on his activities and the activities of those he observed.

In charging the Tuscaloosa police with permissive acts, the trio of lawyers implicated District Attorney Louis Lackey. They revealed that they did not know Lackey's exact role but felt that he and Tuscaloosa police detective Loyd Russell, a narcotics specialist who had hired Grimm as an undercover agent, had played key parts in the violence.

Lackey had earlier accused Dean of a breach of ethics in soliciting aid from a state investigator but said all he knew about the case himself was what he had heard, what he had read in the papers, and what he had encountered in a recent court case in which Grimm was an informant (a drug charge involving Michael Berrett, a university student).

Lackey also told the Office of Student Development, after withdrawing from school in July, that he could be reached through the address: Eric Wilson, Box 83, Tuscaloosa.

Lackey, as a leader of the Student-Faculty Coalition, advocated the use of guns and had asked several of his counterparts to steal dynamite for use in campus action. An instructor said that the Californian quoted Mao Tse Tung and Ho Chi Minh in class but seemed very unsure of himself during the presentation which included the quotations.

Knowles, Drake, and Dean explained that a press conference was their only medium in which to present facts, that they as defense attorneys were not interested in seeing Grimm prosecuted.

Dean said there were two ways in which Grimm could be indicted by a grand jury, through the efforts of the district attorney or the grand jury itself. Dean said he thought that Lackey, the district attorney, would not act in the case, and said that he was not willing to discuss the subject with him because of the latter's attitude.

While an agent Grimm said he received money for drugs from city detective Russell and often cheated Russell in the transfer of funds. Russell testified in court that he did not remember Grimm or anything about the accusations made by Grimm or defense attorneys Dean, Knowles, and Drake.

The statement also claimed that Grimm, as a leader of the Student-Faculty Coalition, had advocated the use of violence, and asked several of his counterparts to steal dynamite for use in campus action.

An instructor said that the Californian quoted Mao Tse Tung and Ho Chi Minh in class but seemed very unsure of himself during the presentation which included the quotations.

Knowles, Drake, and Dean explained that a press conference was their only medium in which to present facts, that they as defense attorneys were not interested in seeing Grimm prosecuted.
Although the first frog jumping contest at UMSL yesterday wasn't a sky-high success, it took a leap toward becoming an annual event.

Patterned after the Calaveras County contest made famous by writer Mark Twain, the rules were simple—the frog that travels the farthest in three jumps wins.

So, with that rule in mind, you would expect weeks of secret training and esoteric diets to put extra inches into each frog's spring.

How did the winner, an unnamed entry sponsored by freshman Sue Ellenger of Delta Zeta sorority, claim his crown?

"We took it out of the bucket and made it jump," exclaimed a happy Sue. So much for all the theories about lessening dynamic resistance.

The contest, sponsored by Another Place restaurant and Pi Kappa Alpha, emptied the cafeteria onto the blacktop on the volleyball courts. While the entrants warmed up, a crowd of about 200 pressed around the jumping site.

Ignoring the old tale that bull toads cause warts on the hand, the sponsors enthusiastically encouraged their proteges.

The frogs themselves were nicknamed after colorful American figures popular with students, such as the ubiquitous Spiro T. Agnew, Mayeu Daly and Dean Ganz.

While Delta Zeta enjoyed the thrill of the victory, the winner silently plopped back into his bucket, content to rest on his laurels.
Hawks Humble Rivermen In Home Opener

By DARREL SHOULYS
Current Staff Writer

As all good things must, the soccer Rivermen's three game winning streak came to an end last Saturday. In the first intercollegiate soccer game ever played on campus, the Hawks of Quincy College slipped past the Red and Gold, 3-2.

"We outplayed them," said Rivermen forward Mark McDonald. "We made three mistakes. That was it."

The number of shots on goal, UMSL's 19 to Quincy's 13, tend to bear out Mark's statement. However, Quincy controlled the first three periods of play, with the Rivermen scoring in the fourth period only.

Hawk forward Mario Camacho opened scoring on a pass from back Bob Pollihan at 6:30 of the first period. In the second quarter, forward John Nava made it 2-0, booting one in after taking a pass from Edmundo Camacho.

Quincy added one more in the fourth period when Bob Pollihan scored after only 32 seconds had elapsed.

It was in the fourth period that the Rivermen made a strong bid for a come from behind victory.

Forward Tim Fitzsimmons scored UMSL's first goal at 8:22, with the assist going to forward Tom Anselm. With only one minute left to play, Kevin Missey narrowed Quincy's lead to one, scoring on a pass from Fitzsimmons.

However, time was on Quincy's side. The final gun sounded before Bob Pollihan could make use of the momentum they had built up and score again. The loss dropped UMSL's record to 3-1-1.

Next Saturday the Rivermen take on Benedict's College in another home match.

Looking forward to that contest, goalie Tim O'Tool said that all the Rivermen had to do was to "to score more goals than the opposition."

St. Benedict's last week stamped out Evangel College, 2-0, after a come from behind victory.

The Ravens will put their 3-1-1 record on the line Saturday. Last week the Rivermen won a rain-drenched contest at Homan Park on a Fitzsimmons goal, 1-0.

Steamers Elect Officers

The Steamers Club held elections last week to fill three vacancies on the executive board.

Bill Leslie was elected vice-president, Susan Moore, secretary, and Gery Benz, treasurer. Mike Olds and Matt Mattingly were selected as Central Council representatives and alternates.

The next Steamers meeting will be Oct. 12, 7:00 p.m., at the Cafeteria Annex lounge. Plans for Meet the Rivermen Night will be discussed.

Golf Tourney

The second annual intramural golf tournament will be held on October 16 at the St. Charles eighteen hole Golf Course.

The tournament format has been slightly altered this year. Students, faculty-staff, and varsity golfers will compete in separate divisions.

The tournament will be played over eighteen holes with tee times between 11:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Entry and greens fees are $2.

For further information, contact the Athletic Office, 453-5641.

Dictionaries will never be the same again.

The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language: the first really new college dictionary of this century. New format, new approach to definitions. 1,600 pages, 155,000 entries, over 400 illustrations (including the first photographs, paintings, portraits in college dictionary history). So new in concept that it has put 61 million other dictionaries out of date. $8.95 thumb-indexed.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

COME TO LUTHER HOUSE
ENJOY THE WORLD SERIES IN COLOR
OCT. 12-16
Free Coffee and Donuts - Wed., Oct. 14

Across from Normandy Methodist Church
Behind School Of Education
3100 Bellerive

DELTA SIGMA THETA Sorority at UMSL
Invites The Old Students And Welcomes The New To Attend Their First Dance Of The Year SAT., OCT. 10th, 9:00-12:30 p.m. PHYSICS ANNEX Price 75¢

MAN PLAY GOLF MASTERS FOR HIMSELF and HIS SINGLES ENJOY THE WORLD SERIES IN
COLOI' OCT. 12-16
Free Coffee and Donuts - Wed., Oct. 14

Across from Normandy Methodist Church
Behind School Of Education
3100 Bellerive

DELTA SIGMA THETA Sorority at UMSL
Invites The Old Students And Welcomes The New To Attend Their First Dance Of The Year SAT., OCT. 10th, 9:00-12:30 p.m. PHYSICS ANNEX Price 75¢

Macle

sacks for both he and she

at sizes and colors with various stripes and patterns

styles for every taste

low-rise gauze

leather belts

low-rise stretch belt

low-rise button on fly

shorty button fly

permanent press

make your feminine hemlines come alive

give sacks that

99¢ low base
Hampered by its 18-38 loss to Greenville and its University of Illinois Edwardsville Tuesday.

Larry Berres feels that Hudson's back injury was stricken with an advantage, pointing out that a tough practice course will help bring his boys around sooner than they otherwise might.

Hudson limped home third at Greenville for the Rivermen and harrier Cortunes seemed to be at a low ebb.

After the Greenville loss, Coach Berres commented, "It looks like its going to be a long year. This is not going to be a great team." Berres pointed out that it will be two or three weeks before he will be able to 'better assess what's going to happen.' He also pointed out that UMSL has had excellent teams for several seasons and that a rebuilding year every so often is natural.

Fortunately, not all the surprises were as unpleasant as Hudson's cramp at Greenville. "Marvin Goodwin did quite a good job," Berres said after the Northwest High School freshman from Northwest High School finished second. "Goodwin was the biggest surprise," the coach told the Current.

The leading runner for UMSL was Frank Neal, who finished first for the Rivermen and third overall.

PROBLEMS WITHOUT TRACK

Commenting on the future of cross country at UMSL, Berres said, "We're never going to have a decent cross country team until we have track. Cross Country is a good supplement to a track program but it is not meant to be an entity in itself.

Berres explained that the Rivermen runners suffer by not having a track program to keep them in shape all year. "We're the only team on our schedule, and one of the few in the country, that has cross country but doesn't have track," he said.

Junior transfer Joe Tuthill echoed Berres' statements, pointing out that he had worked out seriously only since September, rather than through the summer. Tuthill lettered twice for Florissant Valley Junior College.

The efforts of the cross country squad may help brighten the prospects for basketball. Coach Berres said of the efforts of the cross country team, "I think he's very competitive. He works out twice some day." Once for cross country, once for basketball, he added.

Next Tuesday the Rivermen travel to Fulton, Missouri, to take on the Blue Jays of Westminster College.

The harriers will have another opportunity to avenge their loss to SIUE when the Cougars, the University of Illinois-Chicago Circle and Washington University come to UMSL for a meet on November 12.

Although "priorities" is now Mr. Danforth's favorite word, Senator Symington has been urging a re-ordering of priorities long before Jack Danforth was even Attorney General.

Senators are not equal; Symington's position is one of power and influence. Nixon gave Danforth dreams of glory, less on the merit of Jack's philosophies than in an attempt to purge the Senate of Symington.

Mr. Nixon urgently wants to drive out of the Senate one of the most effective critics of his foreign policies, and for that is willing to put up with Mr. Danforth's liberalism, knowing that a new and very junior Senator from Missouri could not exert much leverage anyway.

St. Louis Post-Dispatch

SENATOR SYMINGTON HAS BEEN STRONGLY ENDORSED BY BOTH THE GLOBE-DEMOCRAT AND THE POST-DISPATCH

CITIZENS FOR SYMINGTON

Symington Campus Co-ordinator
Mike Shower
991-0050

16-18 W. N. Brentwood Clayton, Missouri 726-3466